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Technical Leaflet EP-LU4xxx  Rev. 5.0  of 05/01/2017 

“EUROCART” Trolley  

  
NB product subject to changes without prior notice. The actual product might differ from the pictures here shown. The arm is an optional accessory.. 

DESCRIPTION 

LUMED “EUROCART” is a product line of carts for instruments and computers intended for medical ambulatory and clinics. 
Construction in steel 1,5 mm thickness which guarantees durability and reliability. 
A series of optional accessories is available. In particular, the articulated arm doesn’t have asimple cable holder function but 
allows a complete cover thanks to internal snap reclosable lids with an easy extraction. 
On the rear panel there is a compartment for accessories of daily use (paper, electrodes, gel) and to support patient cable 
leads with reusable electrodes while not in use. They are painted with treatments suitable to make them particularly resistant 
to scratching and easy to clean. 
They are equipped with 4 wheels 70mm diameter, 2 of them with brake. The stability is tested on an inclined plane up to 12 °. 
They are supplied unassembled (assembly kit includes the necessary tools and instructions). 

 TECHNICAL FEATURES 

 EP-LU4003 EP-LU4006 

Description Trolley, simple version with base and 4 wheels (2 with brakes), shelf, rear panel and container. 

Color Single color light-grey RAL 7035 light-grey RAL 7035 and blue RAL 5012 (shelf) 

Size 40 x 45 cm (DxW.) 90 cm (total height from pavement) 

Weight circa 15 Kg 

Payload 15 Kg each shelf; 40 Kg max capacity 

Optional 

accessories 

- EP-LU4002 arm for cable (RAL 7035) 
- EP-LU4004 additional shelf (RAL 7035) 
- EP-LU4005 storage unit with lid (RAL 7035) 
- EP-LU4017 support for US probes (RAL 7035) 

- EP-LU4007 arm for cable (RAL 7035, lids RAL 5012)  
- EP-LU4008 additional shelf (RAL 5012)  
- EP-LU4009 storage unit with lid (RAL 7035, lid RAL 5012) 
- EP-LU4017 support for US probes (RAL 7035) 
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